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Recognising walking as an important mode of transport

Source; Transform Scotland



Royal Mile Background



Part of Edinburgh’s 21st Century Transformation?



Royal Mile Street Audit Overview

Aim

• To review the primary walking route to the Scottish Parliament and how it could be 
improved for pedestrians of all abilities (including those using a wheelchair or other 
mobility aid) and to identify wider lessons for street management in Scotland.

Objectives

• To deliver a technical review of access from Waverley Station to the Scottish 
Parliament in relation to the experience for all users. 

• To make recommendations on how the street could be improved, including on a 
process that might deliver change.

• To demonstrate the opportunities and complexities associated with delivering 
changes to streets which would benefit walking.



Royal Mile Street Audit Route



Progress on 

community 

concerns

The recommendations to address 

community concerns in 2011

Observed progress in 2020

Introduce traffic calming measure at the 

Canongate Kirk and museums by creation of 

a single level shared surface. 

No evidence of pedestrian priority or plans at 

consultation stage

Investigate potential for traffic 

calming/pedestrian priority at 

Holyrood/Parliament junction. 

No evidence of pedestrian priority or plans at 

consultation stage.

Investigate the possibility of changing the 35 

bus from double deck to single deck, 

increasing frequency of service

Public transport continues to be provided by 

large double-decker buses.

Investigate possibility of making the area a 

low emissions zone.

Area is part of the city centre zone.

Investigate potential to re‐route one of the 

tourist buses from the Royal Mile to Holyrood 

Road. 

Tourist buses remain on the Royal Mile and 

remain a source of tension with residents.

Reduce traffic speeds and vehicle/pedestrian 

conflict. 

Now part of the city wide 20mph area.

Review on‐street parking (except residents 

parking). 

Limited on street parking for permit holders 

and loading, and small number of pay and 

display bays. 



Clutter and obstructions

• Progress on A-board / advertising 
structures 

• Trade waste is still a problem on 
Jeffrey / Market Street

• Space is regularly reduced by 
temporary road or building works

• Challenges for visually impaired 
and people using mobility aids



Issue: Junctions
• Width / crossing distance
• Failure to control speed of traffic / 

provide pedestrians with priority
• Diversion from desire lines (A to B), 

long detours 
• Legibility – where is the obvious 

crossing point?
• Lack of space at crossing points to 

wait, causes bunching and 
overcrowding

• Designs fail to establish priority at 
side junctions



Issue: Crossings

• Lack of space at crossing points 
to wait, causes bunching and 
overcrowding

• Limit number of controlled
crossings

• Lack of phase priority / time to
cross at controlled junctions

• Variable yield by drivers at zebras

• Poor design for people with
disabilities (steep ramps)



Issue Footways • Very narrow, especially in relation 
to level of use / route importance

• Close proximity to relatively fast 
moving traffic

• Pinch points

• Deviation from natural desire lines

• Clutter creates further narrowing

• No space for sitting or enjoying the
street

• No room for features such as
seating or cycle parking

• Poor surfaces on Jeffry Street 
including potential trip hazards

• Not compatible with social 
distancing!



Issues about accessibility
• Significant pinch points less than 1.5m 

clearance for wheelchair, buggy, guide 
dog and owner

• Very poor crossings, including hazards 
/ obstructions to navigate 

• Poor integration with public transport 
stops

• Very few areas to place benches (only
the Canongate Kirk)

• Poor direction and way fairing 
provision 



Hostile design features, including steep ramps 
at crossings



Issue Traffic dominance

Design speed is higher than 20mph 
limit, without features to regulate 
speed or alter driver behaviour

State 1: Congested most of the day,
tail to tail traffic

State 2: Fast moving + 20mph 
evenings 

Informal crossing is strongly
discouraged / often unsafe 



Space allocation

How it operated before traffic engineering

How this street works in practice, today

Without traffic 



Traffic Dominance Issues

Designed to maximise free flowing 
vehicle movement

Vast areas of wasted space for traffic 
lanes

Incoherent and illegible layout for 
pedestrians (bad for cyclists too)

Limited and poor crossing 
opportunities diverging from desired 
lines

Very poor provision for disabled 
people e.g. direct controlled crossings, 
with diversions

Not changed (or renewed?) Since 2003



Ending a national embarrassment

1. Fix all crossings and junctions to prioritise pedestrians (Jeffrey 
St etc), make provision for people with disabilities

2. Restrict access to vehicles, aside from essential deliveries 
(AM), reaching blue badge spaces to the Canongate

3. Reclaim spaces for pedestrian movement and also space to
simply enjoy the street

4. Restore historic character and Edinburgh’s unique sense of 
place

5. Think through public transport routes in the old town, 
including routes that access the Scottish Parliament / 
Holyrood – as part of the City Centre Transformation



Projects, not policies change the world

• Recognise access to the Scottish Parliament and the future of 
Scotland’s most historic street as nationally important (STPR2 / 
NPF4)

• Identify a funding package recognising this a nationally important 
project (its not going to be cheap!), e.g. City Deal, Places for People

• Form a team to manage and deliver the project, who are visible, 
dedicated and accountable 

• Identify and engage key stakeholders to shape the project, build 
support for the vision and resolve detailed design issues

• Set a target date of 2030 for completion?



Historic Street outside the Swedish Parliament



Scotland: Catching up or being left behind?



Next Steps: Making it happen

1. MSPs and The Scottish Parliament need to take an active role in 
making the Royal Mile project a national priority

2. Influence the City Centre Transformation to include more 
ambitious plans for the lower Royal Mile

3. The cross party group could form a partnership of stakeholders to 
take a project to the design and funding stage

4. Develop a plan
Stage 1 Launch and respond to the report
Stage 2 Establish a core part of the CPG work programme 
Stage 3 Monitor / lobby for progress 



Thank you


